
Hi there, 


I created this meditation as a way to begin sifting the many languages we are given around this 
one word and this huge concept of forgiveness. The word can feel very conflicting, defying our 
experience when we are injured. It can create an extra upset so deep that it’s like we are being 
injured again. It can also be the purest freedom when we are truly in alignment with it, and then 
there is that somewhere in between, where it can be a big masquerade of convincing ourselves 
or someone else as we try to do what’s expected or the best, adult, spiritual, or right thing. 
Right for who? Fake it til we make it? Does that ever really work? There is an inner truth to 
forgiveness. We can focus on our own reasons, in our own time, at our own pace and depths, 
layer by layer. Let’s do that here and be in the experience of forgiveness. Also, let’s experience 
it as asking for forgiveness for what we may have done, what others may have done to us, and 
finally, what we may have done with ourselves - all intentionally or unintentionally. Let’s do it 
with gentleness, without judgment. Let the rest be the rest for now. You’ll sift these conceptual 
evaluations and redefine your ideas with society and spirituality, self, etc. in another way, like 
contemplation, journaling, art, whatever your philosopher, processing self would like. 


When we are inside forgiveness, to forgive, open to receive forgiveness, we are creating a 
place to reconcile a burden, heal a wound, lay to rest a moral and spiritual confusion or at least 
some portion of it. Perhaps we are not in right relationship with ourselves or we have been 
somehow violated and disregarded, or more often some complex combination as the lines and 
stories we tell ourselves mingle with society’s ideas of who and what and should be. It can be a 
mess. To be still enough to find our inner truth, guides us to beginning a peace, a homecoming, 
and this is really where forgiveness lives. It ripples from here in many aspects of our lives. It’s 
not about who deserves what. It’s not about what we deserve or who asked for it, or what 
epiphany someone needs to have to learn a lesson. It may not even be about G-d. It is 
certainly about how we live in our skin, our lives, our view from our heart and how the lack of it 
interrupts our peace and interactions, our decisions. How it shackles us from being our best 
selves, corrupts our truth. Who did you come here to be? What do you need to restore to be in 
right relationship with yourself, your life and wellness? Your wholeness is asking for a 
conversation. Let’s start. I have a meditation to thoughtfully guide you. Bring your true self, 
your beliefs, your wounds and wonder, and be wherever you are. It gently meets you there. It’s 
yours to repeat as you are ready to go further. It’s kindness, curiosity, care, for yourself, and 
what you uniquely bring to the world. There is no expectation of any particular belief, spirituality 
or ability to forgive. Come as you are with a willingness to find some safety, relief, release, and 
restoration, as you recognize we are all a tender part of the same world. 


Please enjoy exploring the link below over and over and feel free to contact me for further 
support. I am with you. Forgiveness is a shared path with all beings through all time and all the 
world. There is comfort in this knowing. May this be of good and gentle service to you. 


Ama la vita d’alto, 


Rev. Dr. Birdi Sinclair 

Interfaith Spiritual Care and Wholeness Artist 


BeginPeace.com 

603-352-0793 


Begin peace now. Every now is new. 

Inside Forgiveness Meditation link
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http://BeginPeace.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ASvOmyo-YnxRORSg5etYXBTRM7zooFRt/view?usp=sharing

